[Jack] wrote:

“Generally, a student of Yoga goes through Initiation then is conditioned in spiritual literature, and then proceeds to the actual spiritual practices when he's deemed worthy. But according to the Bhagvat Gita it is stated that once you reach a certain level and are unable to complete the liberation, you will be reborn and you will be allowed to skip all formal learning and start where you left off pretty quickly.

In this day and age with so much corruption in the literature, I believe all of us meditators from the Previous life are starting off and getting powers quickly so we continue our saved file from where we left off.”

That is correct. Satan has explained to me numerous times that there are many people of ranging levels in JoS. We all know how that is. It's a big family here.

Some people are new, others are joining this whole thing now, but primarily, the JoS serves as a lifeboat for souls who have done advancement in their prior lives and need a "Fast Path".

That is also the reason the Gods pay so much attention to JoS people, and generally guide people that much here. They adore this place, because of many factors, included also that we fight the enemy and that we are serious about all this.

Through the JoS, one can get a very special relationship with the Gods. Those who follow these dictates and practices, and follow this path, are really favored.

Many people can spend 25 years reading things all over the world, yet they don't attract all this attention from the Gods.

New meditations, releases, and a formalized construction of the system will also help people who are advanced accelerate faster, but will also help for future souls who are newer to establish strong foundations that others might have established in a previous time.
Lastly, no progress is ever lost and anyone who tries in this path will be taken seriously. Back when I joined, I considered this the greatest opportunity in my existence, and I still consider this so.

I am thankful every day for finding the Joy of Satan. Part of all that I return to it is that I am thankful to the Gods that I could find the proper and fast path, compared to infinite bogus nonsense that do exist in this world.

I am certain those who are advanced past a point can completely relate to the above.

Thank the Gods for all this, and thank Satan.